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GRAPHICS DISCLAIMER
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I: INTRODUCTION

The ClO missile is a super low trajectory, super sonic tactical

anti-ship missile developed independently by China. It comes in two

different models - airborne and shipborne. It is used to attack large and

medium class surface targets of cruisers and larger vessels.

The C101 missile weapQns system is composed of the missile, the ....

aircraft or ship fire control system, the launch apparatus and ithe

surface equipment. The system's equipment is simple, it is quickly

launched, the missile is small and light, but has a powerful warhead and

has a strong capacity to penetrate defenses. It is an advanced missile of

the, 1990s.

The CI01 missile uses liquid fuel ramjet engines as its main drive

eQuipment and solid fuel rocket engines as boosters. The missile is

launched from a aircraft or ship, and when it is launched, the boosters

are ignited and they propel the missile to Mal.8 (sic); when the booster

operations are completed, the boosters fall off from the rear of the

missile and the missile stabilizes at a speed of Ma = 2.0 for cruise

Ilight. The autometic guidance system on the missile is preprogrammec to

,urn the missile into levei flight and to comDlete the self-cont-ollieo

flight segment. The command mechanism aboard the missIle activates the

terminal guidance radar at the predetermined time. After the radar

acCuires the target. it e>:ecLtes side plane tracking of the target. The

radio altimeter controls the missile in a decent to a height of five

meters in its attack on the target.

The hydraulic control system on the missile operates the highsoeed

controls, and together with the high precision control system, carries out

the attack on the ideal location of the target. The missile fire control

system can attack the target through instantaneous position of the target

or by leading -he target.
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II: WEIGHT AND DIMENSIONS OF THE CI01 MISSILE

MISSILE LAUNCH WEIGHT

SHIPBORNE MODEL 1850 KILOGRAMS

AIRBORNE MODEL 1500 KILOGRAMS

TOTAL MISSILE LENGTH

SHIPBORNE MODEL 6.5 MEiERS

AIRBORNE MODEL 7.5 METERS

DIAMETER 0.54 METERS

WINGSPAN 1.62 METERS

III: FEATURES OF THE CIO MISSILE

Since the eighties. in order to further ensure the attack superiority

of anti-ship missiles, western nations began developing new fourtfl

generation anti-snip missiles with strong defense penetration capabilities

- the surface skimming supersonic cruise missile. An example of suc" a

missile is the French supersonic anti-ship missile built in cooperation

with the Germans - the ANS. Other examDles are the British superscnic Sea

Eagoe and the Italian Aotuomahe (translator's note: phonetzc) - 2. Since

i=9. sales Df sutbsonic anti-ship mamisiles ha-ve dro~oed sharol.. T ..

nave been replaced with the continuously expanaong suoerscnic anti-srn,-

missiles.

Compared to similar supersonic anti-ship missiles of other countries.

the C1Oi missile possesses the following characteristic features:

1. It has relative strong defense penetrating capabilities.

(I). It flies at a low trajectory skimming over the water, giving

the missile excelient concealment.

A cruise flight altitude of 50 meters was chosen, but when the

miasile is around 7,000 meters from target. it dives to a height of five
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meters to fly just above the water in its attack on the target. It has

both the features of having the concealment of current surface skimming

anti-ship missiles and ensuring hitting at approximately the water line of

the target.

(2). Ma = 2.0 supersonic flight-speed.

The CI1I missile maintains a supersonic speed of Ma = 2.0 from the

-time it begins cruising until it -hits the target, displaying the

superiority of hiqh speed attack.

The concealment and high speeds ensure the defense penetrating

caoabiiities of the C1OI missile. The diving attack when the missile

aoproacheL 7.000 meters from the target, occurs just at the firing point

of the target's terminal intercept weapons, and the sudden movement of the

missile cannot but result in a greatly reduced shootdown percentage.

For e>nampie, usina a French Sea Rattlesnake or a British Sea Wolf

terminal inrtercept missile to intercept the CI01 missile, even if the

infrared tracker detects and tracks the C1I0 missile under ideal

conditions. and inteecepts at emergency speeds, it has only one chance to

irterceDt the missile, and the point of intersection is Just where tne

CQl missile is making its dive maneuver. if ship artillery svstems are

jsed to interceot tne missile, then there is onl a very short intercept

time. of only one or two minutes. Clearly, hard-type weapons are almost

useiess against the CIOI missile.

(3). Strong counter ECM capabilities

The CIO! missile uses two centimeter single pulse radar with muitiple

counter ECM capabilities. It also has supersonic surface skimming flight

technology, so even if the enemy uses electronic countermeasures, because

there are only ten seconds or so for the countermeasures. it is difficult

for these countermeasures to be effective.
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2. The ClOt missile haz -•latively high target hit rate.

The use of high pre. i _.n .ontrol and guidance systems, powerful high

speed response hydraulic -. vo machinery, single plane control system and

excellent control characteristics ensure the missiles high target hit

rate. Multipl - ht testing of the CI01 shows that the missile usually

hits near the target waterline.

.3. The missile has relatively high probability of destruction.

Using a high energy semi-armor piercing demolition type warhead and a

time delay detonation fuse, a warhead weighing 300 kilograms, larger than

the warheads of similar foreign anti-ship missiles. so once this missile

strikes the target it can sink or seriously damage enemy destroyer class

surface vessels.

4. Fire and forget.

After the missile is launched, its entire flight is completely automatic.

During the self control leg it relies on the missile control system for

automatic oiloting, and during the self-guided stage it relies on the

terminal guidance radar to automatically track the target. After this

type of missile is launched from its carrier platform. the car-ie- ship ;r

aircraft can perform evasion maneuvers immediately and can shut off the

airborne or shipborne radar to maintain radio silence.

5. Safe and reliable, easy to use and maintain.

It uses ordinary aircraft kerosine for fuel, which is safe and non-

toxic, is not subject to spontaneous combustion. It is easy to operate

and simple to maintain.

IV: GUIDANCE

The CIOI missile is composed of the missile body, the control and
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auidance systems, the hydraulic system, the warhead and fuse, the

electrical system, and the hydraulic control system.

1. The missile external appearance and aerodynamic configuration.

The missile is composed of a first stage and a second stage. The

second stage missile aerodynamic configuration is ducklike. Two liquid

fuel ramjet engines are arranged on either side of the missile body,

connected at the front and back. The forward and rear couplings are also

the forward and rear fins. The second stage missile tail portion has a

pair of vertical tail fins, and on the rear edge of these tail fins there

are a pair of differential rudder surfaces which are used to control the

direction and rolling of the missile. There are a pair of symmetrically

opposed duck wings on either side of the forward portion of the missile

which control the pitch of the missile. The first stage configuration is

different for the airborne and the shipborne models. The shipborne model

uses two solid fuel boosters connected to either side of the second stage.

On the top of this stage and below the boosters there is an "X" shaped

stabilizing surfacz and a pair of rear edge ailerons (to the right above

and to the left below) in order to control the rolling of the first stage.

The airborne model uses a single solid fuel booster connected to the rear

of the second stage. An "X" shaped stabilizing surface is formed on the

booster and ther-e is a pair of rear edge ailerons (to the right above and

-the left below).

2. The missile compartments and placement.

From front to rear, the missile is divided into seven compartments.

(I). The radar compartment. This contains the terminal guidance

radar, and there is a non-metallic shield at the front.

(2). The warhead compartment. This contains the semi-armor piercing

warhead and the fuse system.
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(3). The fuel tanks. These contain 200 kilograms of aviation

kerosine.

(4). Load bearing compartment. This the primary load bearing

portion of the. missile. On the top tf this section there is a hanger,

and on either side there are also the engine and booster connections.

(5). The guidance instruments compartment. This contains the

primary equipment of the control, propulsion and electronic systems. At

the very bottom of this compartment there is a turbine pump intake.

(6). The equipment compartment. This contains the hydraulic and

control systems and the steering engine. On either side of this

compartment are the two reav engine connections.

(7). Connection. This is the power transmission section from the

first to second stage. Below this section there are also the rear

connections for the boosters.

(8). Ventral fin. This contains electrical cable and conduit.

3 4 3 5 6 7 8 9

ILLUSTRATION TWO: THREE VIEWS OF THE SHIPBORNE C1O0 MISSILE
(Please see kev on followinq paqe)
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1. Duck wings

2. Ramjet engines

3. Boosters

4. Forward missile wings

5. Rear missile wings

6. Vettical stabilizers

7. Differential rudder -urfaces

8. First stage stabilizing fins

9. First stage rear edge ailerons

U I
10 11 12 13 .1 is Is I? A7 1

!LLUSTRATION THREE: POSITIONAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE CI10 MISSILE

i. Cone

2. UJentral Fin

3. Radar compartment

4. Warhead comoartment

5. Fuel tan;'s

6. Load bearing compartment

7. Guidance instruments compartment

8. Equipment compartment

9. Connection

10. Terminal guidance radar
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11. Semi-armor piercing radar

12. Fuse system

IZ. Turbine pump intal.e

14. Fuel regulating system

I- Control equipment

16. Electric equipment

17. Hydraulic control system

18. First stage control system

Control and Guidance Systems

The missile control uses an automatic pilot system. It is an

automatic control and regulating system. The three control circuits are

independent of each other. These are made up of a combination control

instrument and a damper steering gyroscope. It is used to stabilize the

missile's attitude in flight. During the automatic control leg, it

ensures the missile enters the prescribed flight altitude; in the self-

guidance leg, it receives control signals sent out by the radar to control

the automatic tracking of the target.

The terminal guidance radar is composed of an antenna. a transmitter.

a receiver. and a powOe- source panel. It iE used to search, capture and

lock onto taroqes on tne SUr-f•ce oý tne water. It also transm:rts reieva.rx

control signais to the guidance instruments to accomplish automatic

g~uidance.

4. Propulsion Systems

(1). The Primary Engine

The C101 missile uses two parallel liquid fuel ramjet engines for its

primary engines. These are simple in structure, easy to operate, and are

stable and reliable. The engines take over when the Ma number is I.S.

After the boosters drop off, the engines continue to accelerate to cruise

at Ma 2.0. The missile fuel regulation system controls the amount of fuel
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supplied to the engines. During the cruise segooent, *ach SM~,ino 'ou a

thr-ust of abo~ut 180,000 newtonsi, arioutgh to~ overcome the rq*&9t~flcp of thop

missile, so the missile always maintains a flight speed of 2."l unltil it

reaches the target.

(2). Thu Booster%

The boosters use a six pointed *tar *hap& imtermal hoIle usom~utipm
solid fuel rocket engines.- They use polysultflde- mL~ituro for a prep C lant.
The boosters are eq¶uipped with a W~etly AgnitLam mochinafisms

The airborne ClOt missile uses a single sorivo tO0routor# snn t~hm

shipbor-ne missile usws two parallel boustorso After tho mlssile IS

launched, they produce around U30#000 and 2660@000 nowtons rat~etJ thrwbLo

respectively to accelerate the missile. After the missile roscrves MwL?

1.8, the booster and the connection drop off taogther, having comp~lotes'4

their function.

5i. Warhead and Fuse

The missilili uses a suporS~nAC 11191 ene0rgy e00m11An'?.UF 5AVVLAIhI

aF~molition type of warhomd. It vulitu 11ti fil tmmw~l f rmnmeiillfif kw,,mt010PJ.'

y -r, ir a T-. e' by tluI iL I b j Ii # ~it, o(I 'i r Iba.t filio.%.I Iti Ii Is o pdiIt IooIIa Iif t lu 'fi,,,. I ti- , 1 1 '

h'jiU of the snip wfiere it. f-sld. ew ~IUtiiWIn~ftjni iJWfstr- ki *i ,oW

eflfmc ts.

It uses* a tIMe delay fuse W11iih (;All Oef~tLioloely f~liot7Iflyw ip.~a'
of the warhead Diside then hold of the *iiginy ship. Tito fulow hab a Itl'4ly

range re lese safeity mwchmrsjunt, aissi %foera I safety %I afjwu "tifIt ivo

different operatingj pr-irizipleii.

6. The Clartrjrcal fly~t-tr mild flow Ilydraul iFi tlyielom

The clectrical system i% (;eomposoo) of tdiw elortvi~reI .. u9iei iio Ilolo

ftoi'~i sll cabla riwtworV. T TI i wI Is# Iv It a I wAlsI iI1tsW9,I I I II' deows tlipe IPA' tsr



groupt vYOiOuo types of switches, relays and drop off plugs. The cable
otwaorf CrOMOCts the slautrical equipment together. The electrical system

enmures the supiply of electricity to the electrical equipmeait on the

missily, thy transmission of electrical signsI| and checcks and

?he funhttiun u0 the hydraulici control system IS to supply high

pressure oil to the hydrouliG Steering engines so the steering ongines car,

@ .. e it'U- the -okeprLng -oUrfat@* um0r--tho cntral -rof the *-utoflAtU--guidance -
1t"strumkn"•o#, .urinu the fltilt p•ostion of the missile,

7, The Flai(jt Trajwevtry

N,! ,

I _L. .
4 

v

IIi MlvlthArf M14 V 01 J P 11•4tI II| TiAJWh TflONY BFIMATIC OF THR C1I0 14h6617L

14', I Illl 111 ( at mll f M01 1 )-I, A! 1i t!r Ieuvu
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5. Descent

6. Level flight

7. Dive

8. (Thousands of meters)

9. Automatic control segment

10. Self guided segment

The flight trajectory of the CIOI missile is different for the

.. shipborne and the airborne versions of the missiles. The trajectory of

the shipborne missile can be divided into two stages by the type of

control used, automatic control segment and the self-guided segment.

(1). The Automatic Control Segment

This can be divided into the climbing, descent, and level flight

segments.

Climbing Segment: When the missile is launched at a certain angle

from the launch equipment on the ship, the forward and rear slide plates

leave the rails at the same time, and after leaving the rail, the missile

quickly climbs and accelerates because of the effects of the boosters.

When tne missile reaches Ma = 1.8, the boosters separate from the second

stage.

Descent Segment. The missile starts to descend from point A. and

rihun the missile command mechanism sends out the signal to descend, the

missile descends to point D at a height of 50 meters according to

instructions.

Level Flight Segment: When the command mechanism sends out the

signal for level flight, the missile immediately stabilizes in level

flight at a height of 50 meters.

(2). The Self Guided Segment



During the time of automatic c.ýntrol determined by the command

instrument on board the ship, the missile command mechanism sands out

signal number three, and the terminal guidance radar is turned on and

searches for the target. sends out lock on signals and lock on command.

Then it sends out directional operational commands to the guidance

instruments, controlling the direction of the missile. Along the altitude

path, it is still controlled in level flight by the signal from the

altimeter. When it comes to point B within 3,000 meters of the target,

the radar sends out an order to dive, and the missile drops down to a

height of -five meters - and stays -at-- this height until it strikes the-

target.

The airborne model of this missile has a trajectory that differs from

4hat of a shiplaunched missile only in the climb segment. The missile

follows the mother craft to a certain altitude and then is dropped and

launched. After it has fallen for sixty meters, the boosters ignite

causing the missile to accelerate. After about three of four minutes, the

booster accelerates the missile to mach 1.8 and separates from the second

stage. The missile continues to dive to point A, and then enters into the

same trajectory as that of the ship launched missile.

V: L.AUNCH VEHICLE FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS

The 1.unch vehicle (airplane or ship) fire control system in tho

missile fire control system located on the aircraft or the ship. It is

composed of a missile attack radar, a missile command instrument, a spiral

platform and a power source. It is mainly used to search for and track

enemy surface targets, and for real time measurement of position and

movement Parameters of the carrier vehicle. to calculate the target

movement parameters and missile launch data and to load these onto the

missile, and for conducting inspection of the missile prior to launch and

for launch control.

The missile attack radar is the main observation equipment on the

carrier vessel. It is used to search the surface of the water, and to
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select targets of attack and to track them. It Lt used to precLisly

calculate the movement parameter% of the target#, ad to continue to

transmit data to the missile command instrument.

The missile command instrumunt is enotral control equipment of the

missile fire control system@ It is OrLmarily uaed to calculate the

automatic control flight time of the missile and the angle ao deviation

from the carrier vehicle operational direction. Necessary parameter* and

orders are loaaed onto . the missile. It conducts-a pref ire inspection of-

the missile, controls the launch of the missile, and has a missile

simulator for training#

VII LAUNC14 EODUIPMINT

The ship launched model of the CIOL missile utss a tunular launcM.

Tho lAunch cnupment is composed of the launch twbe and the launcher.

',ghe biunOri iiw r ntn the doek of tom vussal at a certain a&i:mth

And at A certain angle to the horizon, The mimosle is placed inside the

launch tLbe, and then they srw both hung on the launcher , Therefore, the

launch t-.tt&S slrvls for Uoth transpurt and launch.

e telAunch onutpment of the aircraft launched model o _te CL,,* ;

compoond o1 a transition beam ano a special use racks

The trenultion beam to affii•id under the wing of the mother craft, Lt

is the universal hanger of the aircraft, and is used to hang DbMU5.

bOACUne, and mfLwiles. The special purpose hanger &% connected at the

oottom oft the transition boame arid at the bottam of the spocial use hMAger

tilre are two hooks. The C10i11 missile is hung on the sptcial uae oangor

by/ loops at the front and back an the transition beam, When launch

conditions ae met, the hooks automatically Open and the missile 1f410

Vl I m BURFACK KOUIPMONT



The CI10 missile surface uquipment is composed of technical position

tow verICles, missile loading vehicle*, fueling trucks 4 hydraulic pressure

trucks, and bnooster connecting trucks. The surface equipment is used to

arn,, load, fill, connect, and inspect the missile to provide overall

technical preparations and maintenance- so the missile is always in good

techniial Condition; so it can be transported toward the launch position at

any time.

VI1I9 OPERATIONAL SEGUENCE OF THE WEAPONS SYSTEM

After the missile attack radar aboard the carrier vehicle detects the

target, i.t recognizes and evaluates the target, and selects those tarsets

wrich are to be attacked. The radar then switches over to a tracking

mo00, At this time. preliminary preparations a-& made to the missile.

LncludLng preheating of the magnetic controi tut of the missile's radar.

Alter the missile attack radar tracks the target, it automatically

i.*lcLilatU@ tho targets movement parameters and supplies these in live time

to thai missile :ommand instrument. The command instrument calculates the

iaunrOi datr arnd loads operational parameters and instructions on toe

,it,-i-i. o, rtjrv'r a, w-la.,,hct r.thecds of the missi le and controls the laur-,:.

t -.V flil I a, Tl, nLssiies can Ue launc~hed ino.iviualiy or a number oa

'1IvIVlw m0.fo lAu1unCncJ at the same time.

t,*11)rP, t.1e massile 1% launched, electrical power is supplied to the

f"Juali by a powsi source ant he carrier vehicle. When launch conditions

mrw 'net * 4 h bmttvries are activatVd, the missile gyroscope is unlocked.

tlew Doo(t"tr% are Ignited (air-launched models must fall for 60 seconds

before the botister% are ignitwd, and the missile switches over to its own

@l.trr ,Ld1 Awuply. After the missile has left the launch equipment, it

1-l11inbs, mijp d aril levels off according to a preset sequence. When the

auitumatic f.ontrol flight time preloaded onto the missile is reached, the

inisfAitu rrda" 5 t14trnsd cn and iar'chas for and tracks the tsrget. After
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the missile is launched, according to a certain sequence, the fuse and

other levels o' safety locks are released, and when the missile contacts

the target, the fuse detonates the warhead, and the target is struck near

the waterline.

IX: CONCLUDING REMARKS

A great deal of surface testing and multiple launch flight testing

and study over a long time -has shown -that the C1O -missile -has overcome

the whole series of technical problems of super low altitudes supersonic

speeds. It has solved the I-ey technical problems of matching thrust and

impedance in the pulse jet engine, reliable separation of the two

boosters, normal operation of equipment in the vibrating environment

inside the missile, electrical - magnetic compatibility, and precision

control, achieving successful test flights and striking ideal targaet

locations.

The results of the flight testing demonstrate that the CIOI missilo

,eets design standards, has advanced capabilities, and is of the level of

the fourth generation anti-ship missiles of the 1990's.
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